shows the standard EO scenario at 450 ppm CO 2 levels (EO_450, GSR~960) and the effect of limiting the GSR gateway to depth levels of 200 mbsl (GSR200), 100 mbsl (GSR100), 50 mbsl (GSR50), 30 mbsl (GSR30), 22 mbsl and ~370 km gateway width (GSR22restr.). A limited northern ocean heat transport with the return to perennial sea-ice cover is identified at GSR depth levels ~80-100 mbsl. Panel (c) displays the combined effect of GSR gateway depths at 50 mbsl at low (CO2_278), medium (CO2_450) and high (CO2_840) CO 2 levels.
: Precipitation for the preindustrial and EO model scenarios. Precipitation (mm·yr -1 ) for (a) preindustrial ; (b) EO scenario at low CO 2 levels (278 ppm, EO_278); (c) Miocene scenario at high CO 2 levels (450 ppm, EO_450); (d) Anomalous precipitation fields of EO at high CO 2 with respect to the preindustrial scenario (EO_450-PI).
Supplementary Fig. 4 : Sea surface temperatures for the Greenland and Norwegian Seas in response to sill depth changes of the Greenland-Scotland Ridge. Sea surface temperature (SST in °C) for preindustrial (PI) and EO model scenarios at 278 ppm CO 2 and 450 ppm CO 2 levels and SST evolution with respect to deepening of the Greenland-Scotland Ridge (GSR, at 450 ppm CO 2 ). 6 and references therein) and the zonally averaged meridional temperature gradient is derived from the Preindustrial (PI) and Miocene model scenarios at low CO 2 (278 ppm, MIO_278) and high CO 2 
